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Abstract

U0

We have considered the boundary-layer flow of a heatabsorbing MHD Rivlin–Ericksen fluid along a semi-infinite
vertical permeable moving plate in the presence of thermal
buoyancy effect. The dimensionless governing equations are
solved analytically using two-term harmonic and nonharmonic functions. Quantitative analysis of the results is
presented with a view to disclose for the velocity and
temperature profiles within the boundary layer. The Skin
friction and Nusselt number are also examined with the
reference to governing parameters.

Q
Dimensionless viscoelasticity parameter of the
Rivlin- Ericksen fluid

Keywords: MHD flows, Rivlin–Ericksen flow, porous
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Rm

constant plate moving velocity

Greek symbol

NOMENCLATURE:

u,v

scale of free steam velocity



fluid thermal diffusivity

T

coefficient of volumetric expansion of the working fluid

1

kinematic viscoelasticity



scalar constant

k

thermal conductivity

V0


z
Distances along and perpendicular to the plate, respectively

Scale of suction velocity

A

suction velocity parameter



fluid dynamic viscocity

0

magnetic induction



fluid kinematic viscocity

Cp

specific heat at constant pressure

Gr

Grashof number

g

acceleration due to gravity

k1

permeability of the porous medium

K

permeability parameter

M

magnetic field parameter

N

dimensionless material parameter

Pr

Prandtl number

n

dimensionless exponential index

Q0

heat absorption coefficient

Nu

Nusselt number

T

temperature

t

dimensionless time

x, z

Components of velocities along the x and z directions
respectively

skin-friction coefficient
dimensionless normal distance
electrical conductivity
fluid dencity



Friction coefficient



Dimensionless temperature

Superscripts

'

Differentiation with respect to

*

Dimensional properties

Subscripts
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p

plate

w

wall condition



free steam condition

z
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from Maxwell’s equations the governing equations for this
investigation are based on the balances of mass, linear
momentum made above, these equations can be written in
Cartisian frame of reference as follows:

1. INTRODUCTION
MHD flows through porous media has been a subject of great
interest for the last few decades. This was numerous thermal
engineering applications in various disciplines, such as
geophysical, thermal and insulation engineering, the modeling
of packed sphere beds, the cooling of electronic systems,
chemical catalytic reactors, ceramic processes, grain storage
devices fiber and granular insulation, petroleum reservoirs,
coal combustors, ground water pollution and filtration
processes. Manu authors [1-12] investigated an unsteady
MHD convective heat transfer past a semi-infinite vertical
porous plate. Seethamahalakshmi et al. [13] discussed MHD
free convective mass transfer flow past an infinite vertical
porous plate with variable suction and soret effect. Rajesh et
al. [14] studied radiation and mass transfer effects on MHD
free convection flow past an exponentially accelerated vertical
plate with variable temperature. Israel-Cookey et al. [15]
studied the influence of viscous dissipation on unsteady MHD
free convection flow past an infinite heated vertical plate in
porous medium with time-dependent suction. Raju et al. [16]
studied unsteady MHD free convective oscillatory couette
flow through a porous medium with periodic wall
temperature.

Fig. 1 Physical configuration of the Problem
w
0
z

The Rivlin–Ericksen elastic-viscous fluid has relevance and
importance in geophysical fluid dynamics, chemical
technology and industry. Some authors [17-34] discussed in
this area considering Rivlin–Ericksen viscoelastic fluid in a
porous medium. Recently, Krishna et al [35-38] discussed the
MHD flows of an incompressible and electrically conducting
fluid in planar channel. Veera Krishna et al. [39] discussed
heat and mass transfer on unsteady MHD oscillatory flow of
blood through porous arteriole. The effects of radiation and
Hall current on an unsteady MHD free convective flow in a
vertical channel filled with a porous medium have been
studied by Veera Krishna et al. [40]. The heat
generation/absorption and thermo-diffusion on an unsteady
free convective MHD flow of radiating and chemically
reactive second grade fluid near an infinite vertical plate
through a porous medium and taking the Hall current into
account have been studied by Veera Krishna and Chamkha
[41].
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Motivated by the above studies, in this paper we have
considered Rivlin–Ericksen fluid past a semi-infinite moving
porous plate.

2.

FORMULATION
PROBLEM

AND

SOLUTION

OF

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The magnetic and viscous dissipations are neglected in this
study. It is assumed that the permeable plate moves with a
constant velocity in the direction of fluid flow and the free
steam velocity follows the exponentially increasing small
perturbation law. In addition, it is assumed that the
tempareture at the wall as well as the suction velocity is
exponentially varying with time. Under then assumptions the
appropriate conditions for the velocity, temperature fields are

THE

We consider the MHD flow of an electrically conducting and
heat absorbing Rivlin-Ericksen fluid over a semi-infinite
vertical permeable moving plate embedded in a porous
medium with a uniform transverse magnetic field (Fig.1). It is
assumed that there is no applied voltage which implies the
absence of a electrical field the transversely applied magnetic
field and magnetic Reynolds number are assumed to be very
small to that the induced magnetic field and the hall effects
are negligible. A consequence of the small magnetic Reynolds
number is a the uncoupling of the Navier-stokes equations
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u  U p , v  0, T  Tw   Tw  T  ent at z  0 ,

(5)

u  U ,v  0  u0 1   ent  , T  T, as z  
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U p , Tw

Where,

temperature,

are the wall dimensional velocity

U  , T are

respectively

the

free

dimensional velocity, temperature respectively, u0

magnetic field parameter,

steam

and  are

Grashof number, Rm 

constants.

Gr 

T g T  T 
w03

is the

1w02
is the dimensionless form
2

visco-elasticity parameter of the Rivlin-Ericksen Fluid.

It is clear from equation (1) that the suction velocity at the
plate surface is a function of time only assuming that it takes
the following exponential form

The dimensionless form the boundary conditions equations (5)
and (6) become

w  w0 1   Aent 

(7)

q  U p ,  1   ent ,U  1   ent at z  0

(8)

Equation (10) and (11) represent a set of partial
differential equations that cannot be solved in closed form
however if can be reduced to a set off ordinary differential
equations in dimensionless fom that can be solved analytically
this can be done representing the velocity and temperature as,

q  U  ,  0,U  0

Combining equations (2) and (3), let
q  u  iv and   x  iy , we obtain,

 3q
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Where A is a real positive constants,
then unity, and

w0

 and 

are small less

is a scale of suction velocity which has

(9)

We introduced the following non-dimensional variables

u* 

up
U0

, t1 
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Making use of non-dimensional variables the governing
equations reduces to (Droppingaskerisks)
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(14)

  ,one obtains the

neglecting and higher order terms of

O 2

following pairs of equations  q0 ,0 

and  q1 ,1  ,

d 3q0 d 2 q0 dq0
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dz 3
dz 2
dz

(15)
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The corresponding boundary conditions can be written as



Where,

Pr 



(13)

Rm
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, 
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(12)

Substituting the equations (13) and (14) into equation (10)
and(11),equating the harmonic and non-hamonic terms, the

non-zero posstive constant outside the boundary layer
equation (2) gives

1 p U  


=
 U   B02U 
 
t
k


at z  

B 
w

at

z 0

q0  1, q1  1, 0  0 , q1  0

at

z 

(19)

Without going into detail,the solution of equation (15)-(18)
subject to conditions (19) can be show to be

parameter,
2
0
2
0

q0  U p ,q1  0,0  1 ,1  1

q0  e m z
1

(20)

q1  a2e m z  a1e m z
3

is the
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Equations (15) an (16) are third degree order differential
equations when Rm  0
and we have two boundary
conditions so we follows bears and Walter’s as

q0  q01  Rmq02  O  Rm2 

(22)

q1  q11  Rmq12  O  Rm

(23)

2



In view of the above solutions, the velocity and tempareture
distributions in the boundary layer become

q  z, t   q0  z    ent q1  z 
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Substituting equations (22) and (20) into (15) and (16),
equiating different powers of Rm and neglecting



O Rm2
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are,

d 2 q01 dq01
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(24)
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q01  1,q02  0,q11  1,q12  0 ,

(27)

z 

(24)

We get zeroth order and first order solutions of Rm
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In order to get physical insight into the problem, the effects of
various parameters encountered in the equations of the
problem are analyzed on velocity and temperature fields with
the help of figures (2-11). We have also analyzed the effects
of these physical parameters on skin friction coefficient and
Nusselt number and are mentioned in the tables (1-2). We
noticed that, the velocity component u and v reduces with
increasing the intensity of the magnetic field or Hartmann
number M. The similar behaviour is observed for the resultant
velocity (Figs. 2). It is obvious that the effect of increasing
values of the magnetic field parameter M results in a
decreasing velocity components u and v across the boundary
layer. Figs. (3) depicts the effect of permeability of the porous
medium parameter (K) on velocity distribution profiles for u
and v and it is obvious that as permeability parameter (K)
increases, the velocity components for u and v increases along
the boundary layer thickness which is expected since when the
holes of porous medium become larger, the resistive of the
medium may be neglected. Similar behaviour is observed with
increasing permeability parameter K for the resultant velocity.
Figs. 5 illustrate the variation in velocity components u and v
with span wise coordinate n for several values of Rm. We
observed that both u reduces and v increases with increasing
visco-elastic fluid parameter of the Rivlin-Ericksen fluid Rm.
It was found that an increase in Rm leads to a decrease in the
resultant velocity distribution across the boundary layer. Figs.
(5) illustrate the velocity profiles for u and v for different
values of the Grashof number Gr. It can be seen that an
increase in Gr leads to a rise in velocity u and v profiles. The

z 0

at

as

(30)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The corresponding boundary conditions are

q01  u p ,q02  0,q11  0,q12  0



The skin friction co-efficient and Nusselt number are
important physical parameters for this type of boundary-layer
flow.These parameters can be defined and determined as
follows.

 q 

d q11 dq11

  n  N  q11
dz 2
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1

(28)
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oscillation n or suction velocity A or heat absorption
coefficient Q. The result display that an increase in the value
of Q results in decrease in the temperature profiles as
expected. The temperature profiles with span wise coordinate
n for various scalar constant  . The numerical results show
that the effect of increase value of e results in an increase
thermal boundary layer thickness and more uniform
temperature distribution across the boundary layer. Similar
behaviour is observed in entire fluid region with increasing
time.

resultant velocity is also enhances throughout the fluid region
with increasing the thermal Grashof number Gr. We noticed
that from the Figs. (6), the magnitude of the velocity
component u reduces and v enhances with increasing Suction
parameter A throughout the fluid region. The resultant
velocity is reduces with increasing Suction parameter A. Figs.
(7) presents the velocity distribution profiles for different
values of the Prandtl number (Pr). The results show that the
effect of increasing values of the prandtl number results in an
increase in u and in a decrease in the velocity component v.
The resultant velocity is also reduces with Prandtl number Pr.
Figs. (8) shows the velocity profiles for u and v for different
values of dimensionless heat absorption coefficient Q. Clearly
as Q increase the pack values of velocity components u
increase and v tends to decrease. The resultant velocity
reduces with increasing heat absorption coefficient Q,
physically the presence of heat absorption coefficient has the
tendency to reduce the fluid temperature. This causes the
thermal buoyancy effects to decrease resulting in a net
reduction in the fluid velocity. The Figs. (9) shows the
velocity profiles for u and v against span wise direction for
different values of the scalar constant  . It was found that an
increase in the value of  leads to an increase in the resultant
velocity distribution across the boundary layer. The velocity
component u diminishes first and then experiences
enhancement and where as v increases with increasing the
scalar constant  . Finally, Figs. (10) depicts the effect of the
frequency of oscillation n on the velocity distribution. The
primary velocity component u and secondary velocity v
reduce with increasing the frequency of oscillation n . The
resultant velocity reduces with increasing the frequency of
oscillation throughout the fluid medium.

We have also shown Table (1) of the surface skin friction
coefficient against some parameters. The stress components

x

and the magnitude of

y

are reduces with increasing the

intensity of the magnetic field M or the suction velocity A.
The reversal behaviour is observed throughout the region with
increasing Grashof number Gr or heat absorption coefficient
Q or scalar constant  , because an increase in Gr influences
the buoyancy that results in skin friction. The stress
component

x

enhances and the magnitude of

y

reduces

with increasing permeability parameter K, where as
decreases and the magnitude of

y

x

boost up with increasing

visco-elastic fluid parameter of the Rivlin-Ericksen fluid Rm
or Prandtl number Pr or frequency of oscillation n.
The rate of heat transfer (Nu) is shown in the Table (2) with
reference to all governing parameters. The magnitude of the
Nusselt number rise up throughout the fluid region with
increasing scalar constant  , suction velocity A, Prandtl
number Pr, heat absorption parameter Q and the frequency of
oscillation n.

We noticed that from the Figs. 11, the temperature reduces
with increasing Prandtl number Pr or the frequency of

Figures 2. The velocity Profiles for u and v against M

  0.01,n  0.5, A  0.5,K  0.5,Gr  3,Q  0.1,Rm  0.01,Pr = 0.71
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Figures 3. The velocity Profiles for u and v against K

M  0.5,  0.01,n  0.5, A  0.5, Gr  3,Q  0.1, Rm  0.01,Pr = 0.71

Figures 4. The velocity Profiles for u and v against Rm

M  0.5,  0.01,n  0.5, A  0.5,K  0.5,Gr  3,Q  0.1,Pr = 0.71

Figures 5. The velocity Profiles for u and v against Gr

M  0.5,  0.01,n  0.5, A  0.5,K  0.5,Q  0.1, Rm  0.01, Pr = 0.71

Figures 6. The velocity Profiles for u and v against A

M  0.5,  0.01,n  0.5, K  0.5,Gr  3,Q  0.1,Rm  0.01,Pr = 0.71
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Figures 7. The velocity Profiles for u and v against Pr

M  0.5,  0.01, A  0.5,K  0.5,n  0.5,Gr  3,Q  0.1,Rm  0.01

Figures 8. The velocity Profiles for u and v against Q

M  0.5,  0.01,n  0.5, A  0.5,K  0.5,Gr  3,Rm  0.01,Pr = 0.71

Figures 9. The velocity Profiles for u and v against



M  0.5,n  0.5, A  0.5,K  0.5,Gr  3,Q  0.1,Rm  0.01,Pr = 0.71

Figures 10. The velocity Profiles for u and v against n

M  0.5,  0.01, A  0.5,K  0.5,Gr  3,Q  0.1,Rm  0.01,Pr = 0.71
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Figures 11. Temperature Profiles for  against Pr, Q,

 , t, n and A

Table 1: Skin friction coefficient
M

K

Gr

Rm

A

Pr

Q



n

x

y

0.5

0.5

3

0.01

0.5

0.71

0.1

0.01

0.5

3.85774

-0.038105

1

2.91287

-0.032129

2

2.09434

-0.023077

1

5.17397

-0.035575

1.5

7.16444

-0.011770

5.13606

-0.051332

6.41439

-0.064561

3.82133

-0.038772

3.78492

-0.039438

3.81215

-0.013773

3.76656

0.010559

2.14603

0.049479

4
5
0.03
0.05
1
1.5
3

0.64311

0.050748

0.3

5.31207

-0.065335

0.5

9.16266

-0.070009

0.03

3.93626

-0.114315

0.05

4.01478

-0.190525

1

3.81864

-0.042519

1.5

2.57448

-0.094433

7
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Table 2: Nusselt number (Nu)



A
0.5

0.01
0.03

Pr
0.71

Q
0.01

4. CONCLUSIONS
1.

Nu
-0.733466
-0.760672

n
0.5

-0.787877
-0.735992
-0.738518
-3.059900
-7.123040
-0.752536
-0.770710

0.05
1
1.5
3
7
0.03
0.05

-0.736135
-0.738739

1
1.5

When scalar constant  increase the velocity
increase, whereas when dimensionless viscoelasticity parameter Rm and dimensionless heat
absorption coefficient increase the velocity
decreases.

2.

Heat absorption coefficient Q increase results a
decrease in temperature but, a reverse case is noticed
in the presence of a constant  .

3.

It is recognized that there are many other methods
that could be considered in order to describe some
reasonable solution for this particular type of
problem.

4.

For better understanding of the thermal behavior of
this work, however, it may be necessary to perform
the experimental works.

APPENDIX:
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2
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1 1 4N
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2
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2

,m12 

, N  M2 

1 1 4  N  n
2

Am1Pr
Gr
, a2  1  a1 , a3   2
, a4  U p  a3  1
m  m1Pr   nPr  PrQ 
m1  m1  N
2
1

a5  

m63a4
m13a3
n
,
a


, a7  a5  a6 , a8 
,
6
2
2
m6  m6  N
m1  m1  N
N n

a9  

Gr a2
Gr a1
, a10   2
,
m  m3   N  n 
m1  m1   N  n 

a11 

1
K

2
3

Am6 a4
Am1a3
N
, a12  2
, a13   2
N n
m6  m6   N  n 
m1  m1   N  n 

a14  a8  a11 , a15  a10  a13 , a16  a9  a12  a14  a15

a17  Am63a4  Am6 a5  m63a12  nm62a12 , a18  Am13a3  Am1a6  m13a15  nm12a15
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a19  Am8a7 , a20  m103 a16  nm102 a16
a21  m33a9  nm32 a9 , a22 
a24 

a17
a18
, a23  2
m  m6   N  n 
m1  m1   N  n 
2
6

a19
a20
a21
, a25  2
, a26  2
m  m8   N  n 
m10  m10   N  n 
m3  m3   N  n 
2
8

a27  a22  a23  a24  a25  a26 , a28  m6 a4  m1a3
a29  m8a7  m6 a5  m1a6 , a30  a16m10  m3a9  m1a15  m6a12
a31  m12 a27  m6 a22  m1a23  m8a24  m10 a25  m3a26
a32  m1 , a33  m3a2  m1a1
through porous medium bounded by two vertical
plates. Int J Energy Technol 2013;5(7):1–8.
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